GLUNT FELLOWSHIP
Residential Building Construction
Deadline March 1, 2013

Glunt Fellowship is an award for full-time graduate students in Architectural Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering, or disciplines/majors related to housing and residential construction such as Architecture, Real Estate, etc. The Glunt Fellowship was endowed in honor of Roger Glunt, past President of the National Association of Home Builders. The applicant’s graduate studies research should be related to but not limited to various aspects of Architectural and Structural Engineering, Architecture, Construction Management, Land Development, Sustainability, Energy Efficiency, etc. as they relate to residential construction. The Glunt Fellowship will provide financial resources to cover travel, research and educational expenses.

For more information on this fellowship opportunity please contact Dr. Ali Memari, Bernard and Henrietta Hankin Chair in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 222 Sackett Building, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802-1408, ph. 814-863-9788, memari@engr.psu.edu. Additional information on academic programs and admission procedures can be obtained at

http://www.engr.psu.edu/ce/graduate.html
http://www.gradsch.psu.edu/